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We re-examine the status of the weak value of a quantum mechanical observable as an objective
physical concept, addressing its physical interpretation and general domain of applicability. We
show that the weak value can be regarded as a definite mechanical effect on a measuring probe
specifically designed to minimize the back-reaction on the measured system. We then present a new
framework for general measurement conditions (where the back-reaction on the system may not
be negligible) in which the measurement outcomes can still be interpreted as quantum averages of
weak values. We show that in the classical limit, there is a direct correspondence between quantum
averages of weak values and posterior expectation values of classical dynamical properties according
to the classical inference framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
In previous publications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], an objective
description of a quantum system in the time interval be-
tween two complete measurements has been proposed in
terms of two state vectors, together with a new type of
physical quantity, the “weak value” of a quantum me-
chanical observable. Specifically, for a system drawn from
an ensemble preselected in the state |ψ1〉 and postselected
in the state |ψ2〉, the weak value for the observable Aˆ is
defined as
Aw ≡ 〈ψ2|Aˆ|ψ1〉〈ψ2|ψ1〉 , (1.1)
where the real part is the quantity of primary physi-
cal interest (and to which the term “weak value” shall
henceforth apply unless otherwise noted). The sugges-
tion was motivated operationally by the fact that both
real and imaginary parts of weak values can be linked to
conditional measurement statistics predicted by standard
quantum mechanics for the general class of “weak mea-
surements”, defined so as to minimize the disturbance to
the system as a result of a diminished interaction with
the measuring instrument. Under these conditions, joint
weak measurements of two non-commuting observables
can be made with negligible mutual interference, thus en-
suring that the simultaneous assignment of weak values
to all elements of the observable algebra is operationally
consistent.
The usefulness of this description has been demon-
strated, both theoretically and experimentally, in a num-
ber of applications in which novel aspects of quantum
processes have been uncovered when analyzed in terms of
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weak values. These include photon polarization interfer-
ence [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], barrier tunnelling times [12, 13, 14],
photon arrival times [15, 16], anomalous pulse prop-
agation [17, 18, 19], correlations in cavity QED ex-
periments [20], complementarity in “which-way” experi-
ments [21, 22], non-classical aspects of light [23, 24], com-
munication protocols [25] and retrodiction “paradoxes”
of quantum entanglement [26, 27, 28].
A certain amount of skepticism [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]
has nevertheless prevailed regarding the physical status
of weak values, particularly in the light of the unconven-
tional range of values that is possible according to (1.1).
Indeed, the real part of Aw, describing the “pointer vari-
able” response in a weak measurement, may lie outside
the bounds of the spectrum of Aˆ. Manifestly “eccentric”
weak values, as are negative kinetic energies [35, 36] or
negative particle numbers [26, 28], are not easily recon-
ciled with the physical interpretation that is traditionally
attached to the respective observables. Less intuitive yet
is when Aˆ stands for a projection operator, in which case
the weak value suggests “weak probabilities” taking gen-
erally non-positive values [13, 22, 37]. Such bizarre inter-
pretations call for a sharper clarification of what physical
meaning should be attached to the weak value of an ob-
servable.
Another item of skepticism surrounding the physical
significance of weak values has to do with their general
domain of applicability. It seems reasonable to demand
of any new physical concept that it be applicable to a
wide variety of situations outside the restricted context in
which it is defined operationally. Although progress has
been made in this direction [5, 38], convincing evidence
of the general validity of the concept of the weak value is
still lacking.
With these questions in mind, the aim of this paper is
two-fold: First, we address the physical meaning of weak
values by showing that there exists an unambiguous in-
terpretation of the real part of the weak value as a defi-
2nite mechanical effect of the system on a measuring probe
that is specifically designed to minimize the dispersion in
the back-reaction on the system. Second, based on this
interpretation, we present a new framework for the anal-
ysis of general von Neumann measurements, in which the
measurement statistics are interpreted as quantum aver-
ages of weak values (QAWV). We believe this framework
is physically intuitive and provides compelling evidence
for the ubiquity of weak values in more general measure-
ment contexts. In particular, we show that for arbitrary
system ensembles, the expectation value of the reading
of any von Neumann-type measurement is an average of
weak values over a suitable posterior probability distri-
bution. We furthermore show how QAWV framework
has a natural correspondence in the classical limit with
the posterior analysis of measurement data according to
the classical inference framework. Thus, we can establish
a correspondence between weak values and what in the
macroscopic domain are regarded as objective classical
dynamical variables.
The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II, we mo-
tivate the idea of averaging weak values by discussing
the connection between pre-selected and pre- and postse-
lected statistics in arbitrary measurements von-Neumann
type measurements. In Sec. III we present the oper-
ational definition of the weak value as a definite me-
chanical effect associated with infinitesimally uncertain
unitary transformations. The QAWV framework is then
introduced in Sec. IV for arbitrary strength measure-
ments. We provide an illustration in Section V, where we
discuss a number of measurement situations in which the
framework gives a simple characterization of the outcome
statistics. Finally, we establish in Sec. VI the classical
correspondence of the QAWV framework. Some conclu-
sions are given in Sec. VII.
II. PRE- AND POSTSELECTED
MEASUREMENT STATISTICS, EIGENVALUES
AND WEAK VALUES
The conventional interpretation of a quantum mechan-
ical expectation value, such as 〈ψ|Aˆ|ψ〉 for an observable
Aˆ, is as an average of the eigenvalues of Aˆ over a prob-
ability distribution that is realized in the context of a
complete strong measurement of Aˆ. Our main sugges-
tion in this paper is that for a wide class of generalized
conditions on the von Neumann measurement of Aˆ, the
statistics of measurement outcomes can alternatively be
related to an underlying statistics of a different quantity,
the weak value of Aˆ, which is to be regarded as a definite
physical property of an unperturbed quantum system in
the time interval between two complete measurements.
We shall therefore begin by discussing in this preliminary
section the connection between pre- and pre-and post-
selected measurement statistics of arbitrary strength von
Neumann measurements, and from this discussion show
an instance in which averages of weak values more aptly
describe the posterior break-up of the measurement out-
come distribution.
In the von Neumann measurement scheme [39], the
device is some external system, described by canonical
variables qˆ and pˆ, with [qˆ, pˆ] = i (~ ≡ 1). The system-
device interaction is designed so that the measurement
result is read-off from the effect on some designated de-
vice “pointer variable”, which we take to be pˆ. For a mea-
surement of the system observable Aˆ at the time t = ti,
this interaction is modelled by the impulsive Hamiltonian
Hˆm = −δ(t− ti)Aˆqˆ . (2.1)
(Note that a possible coupling constant can always be
absorbed by canonically redefinig q and p.) The effect of
the measurement is then described by the unitary oper-
ator Uˆ = eiAˆqˆ . Since we will only be concerned with the
effect of this interaction from times immediately before
to immediately after ti, we shall henceforth assume the
all additional free evolution is already contained in the
states.
We first consider the pointer variable statistics from
an ensemble defined by pure initial conditions on the sys-
tem and the apparatus, described by states |ψ1〉 and |φ〉,
respectively. For later convenience, we shall term this
ensemble the preselected measurement ensemble (PME)
Ω1. Further, we introduce the notation ≺ or ≻ to de-
note times immediately before or immediately after the
measurement time ti. Now, for the PME Ω1, the effect
of the measurement interaction is easily described by the
Heisenberg picture transformation
pˆ≻ = pˆ≺ + Aˆ . (2.2)
induced by the evolution operator eiAˆqˆ. Since the ini-
tial system plus apparatus state is separable, the final
statistics of the pointer variable are easily obtained from
the spectral decomposition of Aˆ, and are given by the
probability distribution
P(p|Ω≻1 ) =
∑
a
〈ψ1 |Πˆa|ψ1〉P(p− a|φ) , (2.3)
where P(p|φ) = |〈p|φ〉|2, and Πˆa is the projector onto the
eigenspace of the system Hilbert space with eigenvalue a.
In this description, a “strong” or projective measurement
corresponds to the limit ∆p → 0, (i.e., P(p|φ) → δ(p)),
in which case the pointer distribution mimics the spectral
distribution of the Born interpretation, 〈ψ1 |Πˆa|ψ1〉. Note
however that even if the spectrum cannot be resolved, the
resulting expression (2.3) for the pointer statistics can
still be interpreted as if, on every single trial, the pointer
variable is displaced in proportion to one of the eigen-
values of Aˆ, with the eigenvalues distributed randomly
throughout the sample according to 〈ψ1 |Πˆa|ψ1〉. Thus,
regardless of the form of P(p|φ) the mean and variance
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FIG. 1: Decomposition of event distribution (dark shading)
for a σˆz measurement from a PME defined by a gaussian ap-
paratus state with ∆q = pi and an initial eigenstate of σˆ · n1
with eigenvalue +1, n1 = (sin θ, 0, cos θ), and θ = 11pi/24.
Top: decomposition according to Eq. (2.3); Bottom: actual
decomposition in terms of event distributions from the two
PPME’s defined by a post selection measurement of σˆ · n2,
where n2 = (− sin θ, 0, cos θ). The event distribution for the
unlikely final outcome σˆ · n2 = +1 (lightest shading) is over-
whelmingly concentrated beyond the range of the spectrum
of σz, indicated by dotted vertical lines.
of the distribution (2.3) will always satisfy
〈p〉
Ω≻1
= 〈ψ
1
|Aˆ|ψ
1
〉 (2.4)
〈∆p2〉
Ω≻
1
= 〈∆p2〉φ + 〈ψ1 |∆Aˆ2|ψ1〉 , (2.5)
where 〈∆p2〉φ is the variance in p of the state |φ〉 and we
have assumed 〈p〉φ ≡ 〈φ|p|φ〉 = 0 for simplicity.
Now suppose that after time ti, a postselection is per-
formed on the system, and we wish to concentrate on
the subset of measurement outcomes arising only from
those systems that ended up in some specific state, |ψ
2
〉.
This final condition defines for us a subensemble Ω12 of
the PME Ω1, that we call a pre- and post- selected mea-
surement ensmble (PPME), the measurement statistics
of which can be obtained from the conditional final state
of the apparatus[1]
|φ˜≻
12
〉 = 1√P
12
(φ)
〈ψ2 |eiAˆqˆ|ψ1〉|φ〉 , (2.6)
where the normalization P
12
(φ) is shorthand for the tran-
sition probability P(ψ
2
|ψ
1
φ) (i.e., the average relative size
of the ensemble Ω12). From this state, the correspond-
ing pointer variable distribution is given by P(p|Ω≻12) =
|φ˜≻
12
(p)|2.
Let us briefly discuss some relations between the PME
and PPME statistics. Suppose the postselection involves
a complete measurement of some non-degenerate observ-
able Bˆ, with eigenstates {|b〉}. A pooling of the data
from all the subensembles {Ω1b} of Ω1 must then yield
the preselected distribution (Eq. (2.3)), in other words
P(p|Ω≻1 ) =
∑
b
P
1b
(φ)P(p|Ω≻1b) , (2.7)
where P
1b
(φ) is the relative size of each PPME. Two
important consequences follow from this decomposition:
First, the PME expectation value of the pointer 〈p〉
Ω≻
1
breaks up in a similar fashion as 〈p〉
Ω≻
1
=
∑
b P1b(φ)〈p〉Ω≻
1b
;
assuming that the prior expectation value of p vanishes,
this entails the sum rule
〈ψ
1
|Aˆ|ψ
1
〉 =
∑
b
P
1b
(φ)〈p〉
Ω≻
1b
, (2.8)
i.e, the weighted average of the PPME pointer expecta-
tion values has to yield the standard expectation value
of Aˆ. A second consequence of (2.7) is a “covering” con-
dition satisfied by the individual PPME distributions,
P(p|Ω≻1 ) ≥ P1b(φ)P(p|Ω≻1b) ; (2.9)
for all values of p and all final outcomesb. This imposes a
constraint on how rare a PPME Ω1b should be were the
corresponding P(p|Ω≻1b) to be peaked somewhere in the
tail region of P(p|Ω≻1 ).
The relevance of (2.8) and (2.9) is that indeed the
weight of a PPME measurement outcome distribution
need not lie within the “normal” region of expectation
defined by the bounds of the spectrum of Aˆ (Fig.1), con-
trary to what one would have naively expected given the
generality of the spectral expansion of the PME distribu-
tion (2.3). This may not be obvious under strong mea-
surement conditions, such that when the appartus wave
function in p is expanded as a superposition of shifted
wave functions
φ˜≻
12
(p) ∝
∑
a
〈ψ2 |Πˆa|ψ1〉φ(p− a) , (2.10)
the overlap between two shifted functions φ(p − a) and
φ(p − a′) for all a 6= a′ is negligible. Indeed, in such a
case, the resulting p.d.f. for the pointer variable takes
the form of a mixture of “strong” measurement distri-
butions, i.e., P(p|Ω≻12) ∝
∑
b |〈ψ2 |Πˆa|ψ1〉|2 P(p − a|φ),
each centered at one of the eigenvalues of Aˆ with weights
given by the Aharonov, Bergmann and Liebowitz rule
for projective measurement sequences [44]; the weight
of this distribution is, of course, within the bounds of
the spectrum of Aˆ. However, away from strong mea-
surement conditions P(p|Ω≻12) will involve interference
terms between the shifted wave functions φ(p − a) with
coefficients 〈ψ
2
|Πˆa|ψ1〉 that are not generally real nor
positive-definite, preventing the resolution of the individ-
ual shifted peaks and allowing for destructive interference
effects that may place the weight of φ˜≻
12
(p) beyond the
spectrum of Aˆ.
For a wide class of wave functions of the apparatus,
weak values emerge from the limiting behavior of these
4interference effects in a complementary limit to that of
strong measurement conditions [1], namely when q, the
conjugate to the pointer variable, satisfies ∆q → 0 (∆p→
∞). In particular, if 〈q〉 = 0, one obtains the weak value
as the limiting conditional expectation value
lim
∆q→0
〈p〉
Ω≻12
→ Re 〈ψ2 |Aˆ|ψ1〉〈ψ
2
|ψ
1
〉 . (2.11)
This limiting behavior is furthermore accompanied by
the limit P12(φ) → |〈ψ2 |ψ1〉|2 , as if indeed no measure-
ment had taken place, justifying the term “weak limit”.
Hence, in this limit the posterior break-up (2.7) of the
PME pointer distribution is essentially that of a mix-
ture of distributions, each of which is centered at the
weak value defined by its corresponding final state in the
post-selection and weighted by the corresponding (unper-
turbed) transition probability. Thus we have an instance
in which the expectation value of Aˆ is more appropriately
interpreted operationally as an average of weak values
than as an average of eigenvalues. Indeed, it is easily ver-
ified that the weighted average of the weak values defined
by a complete post-selection is the standard expectation
value of Aˆ∑
b
|〈ψ
b
|ψ
1
〉|2 Re 〈ψb |Aˆ|ψ1〉〈ψ
b
|ψ
1
〉 = 〈ψ1 |Aˆ|ψ1〉 , (2.12)
as expected from the sum rule (2.8). Note that this is a
classical averaging process, as it arises from the mixing
of the distributions conditioned on the distinguishable
outcomes of the post-selection.
The sum rule (2.12) embodies a general rule of thumb,
namely that “eccentric weak values are unlikely”, accord-
ing to which weak values lying outside the spectrum of
Aˆ must be weighted by correspondingly small relative
probabilities, ensuring that the average over all pre- and
postselected subensembles yields a quantity within the
spectral bounds of Aˆ. This generic property of weak val-
ues is at the heart of the QAWV framework presented in
Section (IV), where we show that pre-and post-selected
statistics away from weak measurement conditions can
also be interpreted from a quantum averaging process in-
volving weak values.
III. MECHANICAL INTERPRETATION OF
WEAK VALUES
Implicit in the suggestion that standard expectation
values can be interpreted (at least under certain condi-
tions) as averages of weak values, is the idea that weak
values are in some sense “sharp” physical properties. We
therefore expand on this notion of “sharpness” by giving
an operational sense in which the weak value can indeed
be regarded as a definite mechanical property of a sys-
tem that is known to belong to an enesemble defined by
complete pre- and post-selections.
The functional dependence on q of the transition am-
plitude 〈ψ2 |eiqAˆ|ψ1〉 in (2.6) furnishes the necessary ele-
ments to build a description of the PPME statistics based
on a picture of “action and reaction”, in which, if the vari-
able q is sharply defined, then a) the measured system is
subject to a sharply-defined unitary transformation gen-
erated by Aˆ, and b) the measuring apparatus suffers a
sharply-defined response given by the weak value of Aˆ.
This elementary picture serves the basis for the more gen-
eral QAWV framework discussed in the following section.
Let us look at the polar decomposition of 〈ψ
2
|eiqAˆ|ψ
1
〉,
which we choose to express as
〈ψ
2
|eiAˆq|ψ
1
〉 =
√
P
12
(q) eiS12(q) , (3.1)
where
P
12
(q) ≡
∣∣∣ 〈ψ2 |eiAˆq|ψ1〉∣∣∣2 (3.2)
(see also refs. [18, 49, 50]) gives the transition proba-
bility from |ψ
1
〉 to |ψ
2
〉, but mediated by an intermediate
unitary transformation eiAˆq. Thus, the variable q can
be regarded as the parameter of a back-reaction on the
system, generated by the operator Aˆ, inducing the trans-
formation of the initial state
|ψ
1
〉 q→ |ψ
1
(q)〉 ≡ eiAˆq|ψ
1
〉 (3.3)
(alternatively, the reaction can be viewed as the inverse
transformation e−iAˆq on the final state |ψ
2
〉). On the
other hand, the phase factor in (3.1) can be viewed as
the generator of a certain reaction of the system on the
apparatus corresponding to a specific rotation parameter-
ized by q: viewed as a unitary operator on the apparatus
degrees of freedom, eiS12 (qˆ) induces in the Heisenberg pic-
ture the generally nonlinear canonical transformation of
the pointer operator
pˆ≻ = e
−iS12 (qˆ)pˆ eiS12(qˆ)
∣∣∣
≺
≡ pˆ≺ +A12(qˆ) , (3.4)
where A
12
(q) ≡ S′
12
(q) = Im ddq log〈ψ2 |eiAˆq|ψ1〉 . A
straightforward derivation then shows that A
12
(q) is in-
deed a weak value
A12 (q) = Re
〈ψ
2
|AˆeiAˆq|ψ
1
〉
〈ψ2 |eiAˆq|ψ1〉
= Re
〈ψ
2
|Aˆ|ψ
1
(q)〉
〈ψ2 |ψ1(q)〉
, (3.5)
namely the weak value of Aˆ for the rotated state |ψi(q)〉
and the final state |ψ
2
〉. Equation (3.4) therefore shows
that for a definite value of q, there is an associated def-
inite reaction on the measuring device pointer variable
by the weak value for the corresponding pair of states
( |ψi(q)〉 , |ψ2〉 ).
More precisely, note that for the general pointer vari-
able statistics for the PPME Ω12, Eq. (2.10), we can
equivalently express the final apparatus wave function
φ˜≻
12
(p) as the Fourier integral
φ˜≻
12
(p) =
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dq
√
P12(q)
P
12
(φ)
φ(q)e−i[pq−S12 (q)] . (3.6)
5Let us now suppose that q is constrained to lie exclusively
within a finite range around some value q = qi, by taking
φ(q) to be the “window” function of width ε centered at
q = qi.
Wqi,ε(q) =
{ 1√
ε
, |q − qi| < ε2
0 , |q − qi| ≥ ε2
. (3.7)
In this case the wave function in the p-representation is
a modulated “sinc” function
Wqi,ε(p) =
√
2
εpi
sin
(
εp
2
)
p
eipqi , (3.8)
of characteristic width ∼ 1/ε. Now let ε be small enough
that variations of P
12
(q) and A
12
(q) are negligible within
the interval |q − qi| < ε2 . Thus, we can approximateP
12
(φ) ≃ P
12
(qi), and perform the Fourier integral in
the “group velocity approximation”, i.e., by expanding
the phase about qi to first order and replacing P12(q) by
P12(qi); this yields
φ˜≻
12
(p) ≃ eiΓ12 (qi)Wqi,ε(p−A12(qi)) , (3.9)
where we define Γ
12
(q) ≡ S
12
(q) − qA
12
(q) . Hence, in
the limit ε → 0, where the apparatus wave function ap-
proaches an eigenstate of qˆ with eigenvalue qi, the final
wave function for the pointer becomes (up to a phase)
the initial wave function rigidly shifted by a definite weak
value, the weak valueA12(qi) for the rotated state |ψ1(qi)〉
and the final state |ψ
2
〉.
From the point of view of the system, the limit ε→ 0
can be regarded as an idealization of a situation often
encountered in more general contexts, where the evolu-
tion of a quantum system is treated as effectively unitary
despite the fact that certain parameters of the evolution
are actually physical variables of some external (and typ-
ically macroscopic) system; for example a spin rotation,
where a macroscopic external magnetic field sets the rota-
tion angle. That such parameters can be treated as clas-
sical numbers is a consequence of a negligible uncertainty
of the quantum variable of the external system acting as
the parameter for the transformation. The interaction
with such an external system may thus be idealized as
an infinitesimally uncertain unitary transformation at a
given parameter value. This idealization provides the
desired mechanical definition of weak values: The weak
value A
12
(q) corresponds to a definite conditional reac-
tion of the system on the variable conjugate to the exter-
nal physical “parameter variable” qˆ of an infinitesimally
uncertain unitary transformation generated by Aˆ at pa-
rameter value q. The essence of a weak measurement is
thus to approach, as close as possible, the ideal conditions
of an infinitesimally uncertain transformation.
The above definition presents no ambiguities in the
physical interpretation of “eccentric” weak values or in
the sometimes unexpected relationships that may arise
between the weak values of say, Aˆ and Aˆ2 (e.g., negative
“weak variances”, etc.). To the extent that we associate
weak values to infinitesimal unitary transformations, no
a-priori connection between the weak values of two com-
muting observables should be expected; typically, com-
muting operators such as Aˆ and Aˆ2 generate entirely dif-
ferent types of un unitary transformations. Rather, rela-
tions between weak values follow from the linear, vector
space structure of the Lie Algebra of hermitian opera-
tors generating infinitesimal transformations. The vec-
tor space structure is reflected, for instance, in the fact
that for any two initial and final states that are eigen-
states of the the observables Aˆ and Bˆ, with eigenval-
ues a and b respectively, the reaction to an infinitesimal
unitary transformation generated by the linear combina-
tion Cˆ ≡ αAˆ + βBˆ at q = 0 is the linear combination
C = αa+ βb.
Finally, let us emphasize the significance of the present
mechanical interpretation of weak values in connection
with certain quantum mechanical operators, such as ki-
netic energy or particle number [2, 26, 35], for which
any association with negative values would appear to be
forbidden. The fact that the reactions associated with
weak values will almost always lie within the range of the
observable’s spectrum is what gives us a reference from
which to identify, in those unlikely circumstances where
the reaction is “eccentric”, what are unique quantum-
mechanical effects associated with the role of the observ-
able as a generator of infinitesimal transformations. One
would hardly suspect that such effects could indeed be
possible given the physical interpretations that we have
traditionally attached to the eigenvalues of a quantum
mechanical observable.
IV. QUANTUM AVERAGES OF WEAK
VALUES
The framework of quantum averages of weak values
(QAWV) is the extension of the previous analysis to gen-
eral von Neumann measurements, with arbitrary pure
initial states of the apparatus not necessarily satisfying a
“weakness condition”. Given a pure PPME Ω12, we shall
show how the conditional average of measurement out-
comes can nevertheless be interpreted as a quantum aver-
age of weak values over a suitable distribution. For more
general initial and final conditions on the system (as well
as more general initial conditions on the apparatus), the
corresponding averages can then be obtained by a clas-
sical averaging process, similar to that of (2.12), given
that any such ensemble can always be broken-up into
complete pre-and postselected measurement subensem-
bles with appropriate relative weights.
The heuristics of the framework are straightforward:
a general apparatus pure state |φ〉 entails indefiniteness
in the parameter value q driving the back-reaction on
the system according to (3.3), so that a generally finite
range of system configurations are sampled in the orbit of
transformed initial states |ψ1(q)〉. Correspondingly, the
pointer measurement statistics should reflect the sam-
6pling of a certain range of weak values A(q) associated
to this orbit. However, once q is allowed to take arbi-
trary values, a new element in the description comes into
play. This has to do with the relative weights associated
with the sampled values of q, which reflect a probability-
reassessment in the light of the additional conditions
entailed by the post-selection. The central idea of the
framework is then that an arbitrary strength von Neu-
mann measurement on a pre- and postselected system
may be viewed as a superposition of weak measurements
at different sampling points q, with a re-assessment of
the weights of each sample in accordance with Bayes’
theorem.
Let us for simpliciity consider an initial apparatus
function that is real and smooth. This function may
then be represented as the limit of a superposition of
infinitesimally-wide window functions
φ(q) = lim
ε→0
∞∑
k=−∞
√
εφ(qk)Wqk ,ε(q) , (4.1)
centered at the “sampling points” qk = kε+δ with k ∈ Z
and δ ∈ [−ε/2, ε/2). From the results of the previous sec-
tion, and by linearity, the corresponding final apparatus
state wave function may be represented as
φ˜≻
12
(p) = lim
ε→0
∞∑
k=−∞
√
ε
P
12
(qk)
P
12
(φ)
φ(qk)e
Γ
12
(qk)Wqk,ε(p−A12(qk)) .
(4.2)
The final apparatus state can therefore be viewed as a
superposition of weak measuerements at the sampling
points qk but with the initial weights φ(qk) replaced by
new weights
√
P
12
(qk)/P12(φ)φ(qk). As is easily seen,
this re-assessment of weights is in correspondance with
P(q|Ω12), the p.d.f. for strong measurements of q (per-
formed either before or after the measurement interac-
tion) on the PPME Ω12. Consistently with Bayes’ theo-
rem, P(q|Ω12) is the posterior distribution for q after a
re-assessment of the prior p.d.f. P(q|φ) by the likelihood
P
12
(q)/P
12
(φ) of the post-selection given the q-dependent
rotation of the initial state:
P(q|Ω12) = P12(q)P12(φ)
P(q|φ) . (4.3)
Note that in accordance with the “eccentric weak values
are unlikely” rule of thumb, the likelihood factor ∝ P
12
(q)
will tend to suppress the contributions in the superposi-
tion for which the weak value falls outside the spectrum
of Aˆ. As we shall illustrate in the coming section, it is
this mechanism that ensures, together with quantum me-
chanical interference, that the strong measurement dis-
tributions peaked at the eigenvalues of Aˆ can neverthe-
less be understood as a quantum superpositions of weak
measurements.
It becomes convenient to capture in compact form the
two conceptually different processes involved in the up-
dating of the apparatus state |φ〉 → |φ˜≻
12
〉 as a result of the
measurement. The first step, the generally irreversible
process of probability re-assessment, can be expressed
conveniently by defining a fiducial state |φ˜≺
12
〉, which we
term the re-assessed initial state of the apparatus. Defin-
ing the state by its wave function in q, it corresponds to
the (prior) initial wave function φ(q) multiplied by the
square root of the likelihood factor in (4.3):
φ˜≺
12
(q) =
√
P12(q)
P
12
(φ)
φ(q) . (4.4)
The other process is the reversible mechanical action of
the system on the measurement apparatus generated by
the unitary operator eiS12(qˆ) defined by the polar de-
composition (3.1). The final conditional state of the
measuring device can then be expressed as a unitary
transformation applied to the re-assessed state |φ˜≺
12
〉,
|φ˜≻
12
〉 = eiS12 (qˆ)|φ˜≺
12
〉. Equivalently, one can compute
pointer statistics from the Heisenberg picture transfor-
mation (3.4) using the apparatus state |φ˜≺
12
〉. In particu-
lar, the conditional p.d.f. of pointer readings can be ex-
pressed as a quantum-mechanical analogue of a marginal
distribution of shifted pointer values,
P(p|Ω≻12) =
〈
φ˜≺
12
∣∣∣∣ δ(p− pˆ−A12(qˆ) )∣∣∣∣φ˜≺12 〉 , (4.5)
in other words, as a quantum average of weak values,
where the average is taken with respect to the re-assessed
initial state |φ˜≺
12
〉. As we shall see in section VI, Eq. (4.5)
has a natural correspondence in the classical limit; it can
be shown to correspond with the marginal posterior p.d.f.
for the measurement outcomes of the classical function
corresponding to Aˆ on a classical canonical system spec-
ified by initial and final boundary conditions in time.
Using the Heisenberg picture, we finally obtain the
pointer reading mean and variance for the PPME Ω12
〈p〉≻=〈p〉≺ + 〈A12〉≺ (4.6a)
〈∆p2〉≻=〈∆p2〉≺ + 〈{∆p,∆A12}〉≺ + 〈∆A212〉≺ , (4.6b)
where the subscripts ≺ and ≻ stand for expectation val-
ues in the state |φ˜≺
12
〉 and |φ˜≻
12
〉, and where, the quantum
weak value average 〈A
12
〉 and variance 〈∆A2
12
〉≺ are di-
rectly evaluated using the posterior p.d.f. (4.3). These
expressions can be further simplified if the initial appa-
ratus state has a real φ(q) [45, 46] and vanishing expec-
tation value of p, in which case the posterior expecta-
tion 〈p〉≺ and the correlation 〈{∆p,∆A}〉≺ vanish. Un-
der such conditions, the first two central moments of (4.5)
are indistinguishable from those obtained from classically
averaging weak values with a variability defined through
the posterior distribution (4.3). Note therefore that a
condition for a weak measurement that is more general
than the one discussed in the previous section is that
we have a sharp posterior p.d.f in q around some value
q = q∗, in which case the pointer average reflects a mea-
surement of a sharply-defined weak value ≃ A
12
(q∗) with
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FIG. 2: Geometric construction for the weak spin vector J
for initial and final spin-j coherent states |n1; j〉 and |n2; j〉.
a small uncertainty 〈∆A2
12
〉≺. Examples of how such ef-
fective weak measurements are attained will be given in
the next section.
Equation (4.5) provides a statistical characterization
of the pointer variable response as a quantum average of
weak values, given the most restrictive conditions possi-
ble for a pre- and postselected measurement ensemble.
Statistics from less restrictive measurement ensembles
can then be obtained using standard probability assess-
ments on the PPME Ω12 consistent with the specified
conditions. In particular, for the preselected measure-
ment ensemble Ω1 and some specific post-selection mea-
surement, the pointer variable distribution (4.5) obeys
equation Eq. (2.7). This correspondence yields a general-
ization of the sum rule (2.12) to arbitrary measurement
strengths, involving both classical and quantum averages
〈ψ
1
|Aˆ|ψ
1
〉 =
∑
b
P
1b
(φ)〈A
1b
〉
Ω1b
, (4.7)
and which is easily verified using Eqs. (4.3) and (2.12).
Even more generally, since the statistics for any set of less
restrictive conditions on the system and/or the apparatus
will involve a classical averaging over the states |φ〉, |ψ1〉,
and |ψ
2
〉, the final expectation value of any von-Neumann
type measurement can always be connected to a suitable
average of weak values.
V. ILLUSTRATION OF THE QAVW
FRAMEWORK
Let us then illustrate how the QAVW framework pro-
vides new insight into the measurement statistics of
arbitrary-strength von Neumann measurements in pre-
and post-selected ensembles. A particularly graphic ex-
ample of the interrelationship between the orbit of weak
values A
12
(q) and the corresponding likelihood function
∝ P12(q) is that of spin-component measurements given
initial and final spin-j coherent states [51]. Let n be a
jn1
jn1(q)
(q)J
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FIG. 3: Orbit of the weak spin vector for a Jˆz measurement,
assuming the z axis coincides with the direction of J (0).
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FIG. 4: Weak value Jz(q) and log-likelihood lnP12(q) for
j = 20 and Jˆz measurement with n1 = (0,
1√
2
, 1√
2
) and n2 =
(0,− 1√
2
, 1√
2
), as depicted in Fig. 3. Shaded areas represent
regions where the weak value lies outside the bounds of the
spectrum (|Jz(q)| > j).
unit vector with direction parameterized by the polar an-
gles θ and φ, and |j, j〉 the maximal weight Jz eigenstate
(Jˆz|j, j〉 = j|j, j〉); a spin-j coherent state is then defined
as
|n; j〉 = e−iJˆzφe−iJˆyθ|j, j〉 , (5.1)
and is hence an eigenstate of Jˆn ≡ Jˆ ·n. Calculations are
simplified by the fact that this state can be realized as a
product state of 2j copies of the spin-1/2 coherent state
|n; 12 〉. In particular, the transition probability between
two coherent states is
|〈n2; j|n1; j〉|2 ∝ (1 + n2 · n1)2j , (5.2)
while the weak value of all spin components are easily
captured by a weak spin vector
J ≡ Re 〈n2; j|Jˆ |n1; j〉〈n2; j|n1; j〉 = j
n2 + n1
1 + n2 · n1 , (5.3)
for which the projection onto both n2 and n1 is j (Fig. 2).
Note the relation between |〈n2; j|n1; j〉|2 and the length
J of the weak spin vector, |〈n2; j|n1; j〉|2 ∝ J −4j in
consistency with the “eccentric weak values are unlikely”
rule.
In a measurement of the spin component Jˆz on a
PPME defined by initial and final coherent states |n1; j〉
8and |n2; j〉, the back-reaction corresponds to a spin rota-
tion of the initial state about the z-axis by the angle −q:
|n1; j〉 q→ |n1(q); j〉 , n1(q) = Rz(−q)n1 . (5.4)
This reaction in turn entails an orbit for the weak spin
vector J (q) (see Fig 3), from which the the weak value
function Jz(q) for Jˆz can be obtained by projecting onto
the z-axis. Note that since the z component of n1 is
unaffected by the rotation, Jz(q) ∝ (1 + n2 · n1(q))−1;
thus, the likelihood factor satisfies
P12(q) ∝ Jz(q)−2j . (5.5)
Figure 4 illustrates the correlated behavior of Jz(q) and
lnP12(q) for the case j = 20 and with initial and final
spin coherent states with n1 = (0,
1√
2
, 1√
2
) and n2 =
(0,− 1√
2
, 1√
2
). For these conditions, the weak value is
given by
Jz(q) = j
√
2
1 + sin2
(
q
2
) , (5.6)
oscillating between j
√
2 at q+ = 2npi (full rotations of
the initial state), and j/
√
2 at q− = (2n + 1)pi when
n1(q) coincides with n2). As the figure shows, for j ≫
1, the likelihood P12(q) shows essentially an exponential
behavior similar to a modular gaussian distribution; in
particular, near values q+ or q− (both periodic), for which
the magnitude of Jz(q) is respectively either maximal or
minimal on the orbit, we have the approximations for
large j
P12(q) ≃ |Jz(q±)|−2j e
±j
∣∣∣∣ J′′z (q±)Jz(q±)
∣∣∣∣(q−q±)2
. (5.7)
The exponential suppression of (5.7) near q+, where the
weak value is maximal in magnitude, is generic of the
phenomenon of Fourier superoscillations [40, 41, 42, 43,
47], exhibited by the amplitude 〈n2; j|eiJˆzq|n1; j〉 near
q+. This suppression imposes a “robustness” condition
on the prior distribution in q if one is to measure eccentric
weak values near q+: not only must the prior distribution
be “sharp” around q = q+, but additionally it must show
a sufficiently fast fall-off to overcome the exponential rise
in likelihood.
On the basis of the generic correlated behaviors of
the likelihood function and the weak value, the PPME
pointer statistics for a relatively wide range of von
Neumann measurement conditions–ranging from weak
to strong measurements–can easily be described in the
QAWV framework using simple sampling profiles. As
discussed in the previous section, a sharp posterior dis-
tribution P(q|Ω12) about some well-defined “sampling
point” q
∗
satisfies the conditions for a weak measure-
ment. More generally, however, the reassessment by the
likelihood factor of the initial apparatus state |φ〉 may
yield a state |φ≺
12
〉 for which the wave function in q shows
0
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FIG. 5: Interplay between prior distribution in q and the
likelihood factor, and resulting consequences on the pointer
distribution (see text). Figures a) through g) on the left show
prior (dotted) and posterior (solid) distributions in q, while
figures on the right show the corresponding prior (dotted) and
final posterior (solid) distributions in p. The top figure shows
the curve of the weak value. Shaded regions correspond to
regions of “eccentric” effects.
several well-separated narrow peaks, each satisfying weak
measurement conditions. In this case, the PPME pointer
distribution will be the result of a coherent superposi-
tion of weak measurement pointer wave functions, and
will therefore exhibit interference fringes. In simple ex-
amples, the existence of just two peaks may be all that is
needed to produce the statistical distributions associated
with strong measurement conditions (i.e., with maxima
at the eigenvalues of the measured observable).
Figures 5a to 5g show how such single or multiple weak
measurement conditions are attained from prior distribu-
tions in q, of various shapes and locations, for the spin-
j PPME setting of Fig. 4 (weak value ranging between
j/
√
2 to
√
2j), with real wave functions for the initial
state of the apparatus. Starting with Figs. 5a and 5b, we
illustrate the likelihood effects on an initial robust state
of the apparatus given by a narrow window function in
q of the form given by Eq. (3.7), with two different loca-
tions qi. Such profiles guarantee that q, and hence the
average weak value, will always lie within a specific inter-
val; thus, the effect of the likelihood factor will primarily
be a distortion in the shape of the pointer distribution,
9with minimum effect on the expectation value of p.
In Figs. 5c through 5e, we show the likelihood ef-
fects on robust gaussian priors of variance σ2i at different
locations. Here, the prior sampling region may be sig-
nificantly altered while still preserving a gaussian profile
with relatively narrow width. For general initial and fi-
nal state, these effects can be described by performing
a gaussian approximation of the posterior distribution
around its maximum q
∗
, determined by the equation
q
∗
= qi − 2σ2i Im
〈ψ2 |AˆeiAˆq∗ |ψ1〉
〈ψ
2
|eiAˆq∗ |ψ
1
〉
, (5.8)
showing that the imaginary part of the complex weak
value can be interpreted as a “bias function” for the pos-
terior sampling point. The resulting pointer distribution
will be approximately a gaussian centered at p = A
12
(q
∗
)
with a corrected width determined by the gaussian ap-
proximation. Two interesting effects are then worth not-
ing from these examples: First, as illustrated in Fig. 5d,
if the bias function is large at the prior sampling point qi,
the posterior sampling point q
∗
may lie in the tail region
of the prior distribution. Thus, even if the prior distri-
bution is quite narrow, the sampled weak value A
12
(q
∗
)
may differ significantly from the weak value A
12
(qi) at
the prior sampling point. The second effect has to do
with appreciable alterations of the widths as illustrated
in Figs. 5c and 5e: if the prior sampling point qi is
set at a minimum (maximum) of the likelihood function
(cases for which q
∗
= qi in the gaussian approximation),
the respective posterior distributions in q will be widened
(narrowed) with respect to the prior; correspondingly, the
pointer distributions may be narrowed (widened) with
respect to the prior distribution P(p|φ). In particular,
it follows that gaussian measurement conditions probing
the most “eccentric” weak value on the orbit will gener-
ically show a squeeze of the prior pointer distribution–a
surprising effect if the statistics are viewed as the result
of sampling eigenvalues.
Turning finally to Figs. 5f and 5g, we show the ef-
fects on two quite dissimilar non-robust priors centered
at q = 0: a wide window function of width ε = 3pi, and a
narrow Lorentzian of half-width Γ = pi/24 (comparable
to the prior widths in Figs. 5a and 5c), both encom-
passing the maximum likelihood regions around q = ±pi
with either no suppression or insufficiently slow tail sup-
pression of the likelihood factor. The resulting posterior
distributions in q are then both qualitatively very simi-
lar and similar in turn to the likelihood factor ∝ P12(q)
within the region q ∈ [−3pi/2, 3pi/2], which from (5.7)
is spproximately the sum of two equally-shaped narrow
gaussians at q = ±pi. Thus, conditions are achieved for
the superposition of two weak measurements at q
∗
= ±pi,
both sampling in this case the least eccentric weak value
on the orbit, Jz(±pi) = j/
√
2. The two peaks in these
cases are in fact quite similar to the single peak from the
gaussian profile of Fig. 5e at q = pi; thus, even while the
prior pointer distributions in 5e through 5f differ sub-
stantially in their shapes, the resulting PPME pointer
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FIG. 6: A weak to strong measurement transition illustrated
by priors of increasing width in q around q = 0. Graphs follow
the same convention as those of Fig. 5.
distributions for all three cases share essentially the same
envelope, with the last two cases showing interference
fringes from the superposition of the two weak measure-
ment sampling points. This interference pattern can then
be connected to the spectral distribution expected from
a strong measurement: given weak value and likelihood
curves symmetric about q = 0, and a posterior distribu-
tion in q with two similarly-shaped narrow peaks at loca-
tions q = ±q
∗
, the resulting PPME pointer distribution
will be the PPME pointer distibution for the single peak
weak measurement at q
∗
, but modulated by the term
2 cos2 (2pq
∗
− δ(q
∗
)) , δ(q) =
∫ q
−q
dq′A
12
(q′) , (5.9)
describing the interference pattern. For the situation de-
picted in Fig. 5, the phase shift is easily obtained from
Eq. (5.6) and is given by
δ(q) = 4j tan−1
(√
2 tan
(q
2
))
. (5.10)
For q
∗
→ pi, we have δ(q
∗
) → 2pij; hence, interference
patterns similar to those of Figs 5f and 5g will show
maxima at integer values of p (corresponding to integer
values of j), or at half-integer values of p for half-integer
j, consistently with spectrum of Jˆz.
The foregoing suggests a fairly general picture under-
lying the transition from weak to strong measurement
conditions for fixed initial and final conditions, as the
width of the prior distribution in q is varied. Illustrat-
ing this passage with a gaussian prior of variable width
σi centered at q = 0 (Fig. 6) for the same Jˆz measure-
ment, we find the onset of a transitional behavior at a
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critical value of σi (Fig. 6b) where the gaussian approxi-
mation fails. Beyond this critical value, the exponential
rise of the likelihood factor dominates the prior on both
sides, thus producing two symmetrically opposed peaks,
the locations of which gradually move towards q = ±pi
as σi is increased. This transitional behavior is reflected
in the resulting pointer distribution by the emergence of
an interference pattern with increasingly closer fringes,
modulated by an envelope that gradually shifts with the
sampled weak value A
12
(q
∗
) from the eccentric to the
normal region of expectation. The pattern eventually
settles at the characteristic shape of the strong measure-
ment distribution when the location of the two peaks
reaches q = ±pi, only becoming sharper with increasing
σi when the tails of the gaussian prior “activate” the next
likelihood peaks at q = ±3pi,±5pi, etc.
VI. CLASSICAL CORRESPONDENCE OF
QAWV FRAMEWORK.
The connection between macroscopic “classical” prop-
erties and weak values has already been suggested in the
literature [1, 52, 53]. In this section we give further evi-
dence of this connection by showing the correspondence
of the QAWV framework in the classical limit. In partic-
ular, we show that in the semi-classical limit, the neces-
sary conditions for a precise measurement of a classical
dynamical quantity A according to classical mechanics
are at the same time the conditions that in the quan-
tum description guarantee a weak measurement of the
corresponding observable Aˆ yielding the same numerical
outcome.
Let x be the configuration variable of a classical sys-
tem, with free dynamics described by the Lagrangian
Lo(x˙, x, t). For simplicity, we concentrate on a measure-
ment of a function A(x) of the configuration variable x
alone, with a measurement Lagrangian of the form
LM (q, x, t) = δ(t− ti)A(x)q , (6.1)
coupling the system and an external classical appara-
tus with pointer variable p and canonical conjugate q.
To connect with the results of section IV, we inter-
pret the pre- and post- selection as the fixing of initial
and final boundary conditions on the system trajectory:
x1 ≡ x(t1) and x2 ≡ x(t2) with t2 > ti > t1.
Let us assume for simplicity throughout that only one
solution is possible for the Euler-Lagrange equations. For
non-zero q, the trajectory of the system will differ from
its free trajectory due to a modification of the equations
of motion by an additional q-dependent impulsive force
FM = δ(t − ti)A′(x)q arising from the back reaction of
the apparatus on the system. Then, since the actual
trajectory will be some function x12(t; q) = x(t;x1, x2, q)
of the boundary conditions and q, the quantity A(x(ti))
will generally depend on q as well. In analogy with our
previous notation, define the function
A˜12(q) ≡ A(x12(t; q)) . (6.2)
As one can show from the equations of motion, the clas-
sical action for the total Lagrangian LT = Lo+LM eval-
uated on the trajectory x12(t; q),
S˜(q|x1x2) ≡
∫ t2
t1
dt LT [x12(t; q)] , (6.3)
serves as a generating function for A˜12(q), i.e., A˜12(q) =
S˜′12(q). Thus, from the equations of motion for the appa-
ratus, we find that the pointer variable suffers the impulse
p at the time ti
p≻ = p≺ + A˜12(q) = p≺ + S˜′12(q) , (6.4)
in direct correspondence with Eq. (3.4).
We now turn to the probabilistic aspects of the mea-
surement. Allowing for uncertainties in the initial state
(i.e., the point in phase space) of the apparatus, we de-
scribe our knowledge with a prior p.d.f. P(qp|I≺) for the
state of the apparatus before the measurement, where
I denotes all available prior information. We also as-
sume that initial conditions on the system are irrele-
vant for this prior assessment of probabilities so that
P(qp|Ix≺1 ) = P(qp|I≺). Since the variable q enters the
equations of motion of the system, knowledge of the fi-
nal condition x2 becomes relevant for inferences about q
at the time of the measuring interaction, and will there-
fore determine a re-assessment of prior probabilities. We
must therefore compute the posterior p.d.f. P(qp|Ix1x≺2 )
for the apparatus, conditioned on the endpoints of the
system trajectory, at the time before the interaction. The
dynamics of the measurement can then be described by
the Liouville evolution generated by S˜12(q), i.e.,
P(qp|Ix1x≻2 ) = e−A˜12(q)
∂
∂pP(qp|Ix1x≺2 ) . (6.5)
Using Bayes’ theorem, we find that
P(qp|Ix1x≺2 ) =
P(x2|x1q)
P(x2|Ix1)P(qp|I
≺) , (6.6)
where we have used the fact that q is the only relevant
apparatus variable entering the dynamics of the system,
thus yielding a likelihood factor P(x2|x1q) analogous to
P12(q) in the quantum case. Finally, evolving to the time
after the measurement through Eq. (6.5) and marginaliz-
ing, we obtain for the pointer variable distribution after
the measurement:
P(p|Ix1x≻2 ) =
〈
δ
(
p− p′ − gA˜12(q′)
)〉
≺
(6.7)
where the dummy variables q” and p′ are averaged over
the reassessed initial phase space p.d.f. for the apparatus
P(q′p′|Ix1x≺2 ). This distribution is in complete analogy
with Eq. (4.5) if averages over P(qp|Ix1x≺2 ) are identi-
fied with averages over the reassessed state |φ˜≺
12
〉 and
if A˜12(q) is identified with the q-dependent weak value
A12(q). With this identification, Eq. (4.6) for the as-
sociated moments can be used for both the classical or
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quantum descriptions. Furthermore, the terms 〈p〉≺ and
〈{∆p,∆A}〉≺ in (4.6) can also be eliminated in the clas-
sical case by requiring that the prior phase space distri-
bution factors as P(qp|I≺) = P(q|I≺)P(p|I≺) with the
expectation value of p vanishing over P(p|I≺).
We can now show that under appropriate semi-classical
conditions on a corresponding quantum system, the
above analogy is not only formal but rather constitutes
a true numerical correspondence between classical and
quantum averages. For this, we need to calculate the so-
far unspecified likelihood factor P(x2|x1q) in Eq. (6.6),
which plays the role of P12(q) in the state reassessment
of Eq. (4.4). In the classical description, the probability
of being at x2 at the time t2 is proportional to the inte-
gral
∫
dpiδ(x2 − x(t2;x1, pi, q, t1)) over all possible initial
momenta pi of the system, yielding
P(x2|x1q) ∝
∣∣∣∣∂pi1∂x2
∣∣∣∣ , (6.8)
where pi1 = pi(t1;x1, x2, q) is the value of the initial mo-
mentum as determined from the boundary conditions.
This initial momentum can be obtained from a variation
of the classical action, pi1 = −∂x1 S˜12(q) [54], so that
P(x2|x1q) ∝
∣∣∣∣∣∂2S˜12(q)∂x1∂x2
∣∣∣∣∣ , (6.9)
(known as Van Vleck determinant [55] from its extension
to higher dimensions). Correspondence with the quan-
tum description can now be established by calculating
the quantum mechanical propagator 〈x2|Uˆ(t2, t1; q)|x1〉
for the corresponding quantum system, with Uˆ(t2, t1; q)
being the time evolution operator associated with the
classical Lagrangian Lo + LM (q). As is easily verified,
this is the relevant amplitude for the von Neumann mea-
surement of A(xˆ) at the time ti with the given bound-
ary conditions. Under appropriate semiclassical condi-
tions [55] (e.g., small times, large masses, slowly varying
potentials, etc.), the propagator reduces to the semiclas-
sical or WKB form
〈x2|Uˆ(t2, t1; q)|x1〉 WKB−→ 1
(2pii)
1
2
√√√√∣∣∣∣∣∂2S˜12(q)∂x1∂x2
∣∣∣∣∣ eiS˜12(q) ,
(6.10)
where S˜12 is classical action of Eq. (6.3). Consequently,
under semiclassical conditions, the weak value A
12
(q) of
A(xˆ) at the time ti coincides with the classical A˜12(q);
similarly, the likelihood factor in the re-assessment of the
initial state of the apparatus (Eq. 4.4) is the square root
of the the likelihood factor ∝
∣∣∣∂1∂2S˜12(q)∣∣∣ involved in the
re-assessment probabilities in the classical description.
Thus, assuming the conditions ensuring 〈p〉≺=0, the
final posterior mean value of p will be given both in
the classical and quantum descriptions by the average
value 〈A〉≺ over the respective posterior distributions in
q, which can be made to coincide. This allows us to
claim a stronger correspondence between the classical
and quantum descriptions when the system satisfies semi-
classical conditions: for the same prior distributions in q,
the classical and quantum expectation values and vari-
ances of A are numerically equal and hence, in particular,
the final pointer expectation values are equal. It follows
that the minimum dispersion conditions on the variable
q that in a classical description are required for a precise
measurement of A (i.e., ∆q → 0⇒ ∆A→ 0), are at the
same time the conditions that in the quantum descrip-
tion will guarantee a weak measurement of Aˆ yielding the
same numerical value. This correspondence strongly sug-
gests that indeed, what we call macroscopic “classical”
properties, are in fact weak values.
Let us elaborate on this assertion: The use of classi-
cal mechanics to describe macroscopic systems or other
quantum systems exhibiting classical behavior relies on
the fact that individual measurements may be devised so
that: a) the effect on the measurement device accurately
reflects the numerical value of the classical observable be-
ing measured, b) no appreciable disturbance is produced
on the system as a result of the measurement interac-
tion; and c) the effect on the measurement device is sta-
tistically distinguishable (i.e., the signal to noise ratio is
large). The three conditions can be stated as follows:
a) ∆AA ≪ 1, b) 〈q〉 = 0, ∆q → 0 and c) ∆pA ≫ 1. In
the quantum description, conditions a) and b) are weak
measurement conditions and can be attained asymptot-
ically by making the posterior uncertainty ∆q≻ tend to
zero, with the posterior average fixed at q = 0; however,
condition c) cannot be upheld in the limit ∆q → 0 since
∆p→∞ due to the uncertainty principle. Equivalently,
conditions a) and b) cannot be fulfilled if condition c) is
to be satisfied by demanding ∆p→ 0 as in the case of an
ideally strong measurement.
While it is therefore impossible to satisfy the three
conditions either in the absolute strong or weak limits,
relatively weak measurement conditions can nevertheless
be found as a compromise in the uncertainty relations so
that conditions a), b) and c) are simultaneously satisfied
“for all practical purposes” when classical-like physical
quantities are involved. Indeed, for such quantities one
expects A to be in a sense “large” relative to atomic
scales, or more precisely, to scale extensively with some
scale parameter λ growing with the size or “classicality”
of the system (such the mass, or the number of atoms).
One can then choose a scaling relation for ∆q, i.e., ∆q ∼
λ−γ so that
∆p
A ∼
∆A
A ≪ 1 , (6.11)
in which case conditions a) b) and c) can be satisfied in
the limit λ → ∞. Assuming that A′ scales as A, then
with the aid of the uncertainty relation ∆p ∼ 1/∆q and
∆A ≃ A′∆q, we find that this is possible in the quantum
description if ∆q can be made to scale as
∆q ∼ λ−1/2 , (6.12)
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in which case
∆p
A ∼
∆A
A ∼ λ
− 12 . (6.13)
As was recently shown [56], this is precisely the scaling
relation of the optimal compromise for measurements of
“classical” collective properties (such as center of mass
position or total momentum) of a large number (∼ λ) of
independent atomic constituents.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have advanced the claim that weak
values of quantum mechanical observables constitute le-
gitimate physical concepts providing an objective de-
scription of the properties of a quantum system known to
belong to a completely pre- and postselected ensemble.
This we have done by addressing two aspects, namely the
physical interpretation of weak values, and their applica-
bility as a physical concept outside the weak measure-
ment context.
Regarding the physical meaning of weak values, we
have shown that the weak value corresponds to a def-
inite mechanical response of an ideal measuring probe
the effect of which, from the point of the system, can be
described as an infinitesimally uncertain unitary trans-
formation. We have stressed how from this operational
definition the weak value of an observable Aˆ is tied to the
role of Aˆ as a generator of infinitesimal unitary transfor-
mations. We believe that this sharper operational formu-
lation of weak values in terms of well-defined mechanical
effects clarifies the sense in which weak values describe
new and surprising features of the quantum domain. Re-
garding the applicability of the concept of weak values
in more general contexts, we have shown that arbitrary-
strength von Neumann measurements can be analyzed
in the framework of quantum averages of weak values,
in which dispersion in the apparatus variable driving the
back-reaction on the system entails a quantum sampling
of weak values. The framework has been shown to merge
naturally into the classical inferential framework in the
semi-classical limit.
It is our hope that the framework introduced in the
present paper may serve as a motivation for a refreshed
analysis of the measurement process in quantum mechan-
ics.
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